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THE MYSTERIOUS APPEARANCE OF THE WHITE LADY
AT OPERATION RENMARK
As told by Phil Board and Jerry Neale
“A White Lady is a type of female ghost, dressed in all white reportedly seen in rural areas and
associated with some local legend of tragedy. While White Lady legends are found in many countries around the
world, they are most prominent in parts of the United States, Ireland and Great Britain. Common to many of these
legends is the theme of loss of a daughter, husband or father and a sense of purity before death)”. Wikipedia, the
free encyclopaedia.

One day at the end of February 1967 the 20th Plumbing Intake of the Army Apprentice School at
Balcombe on the Mornington Peninsula Victoria were suddenly called from their classroom and told to
report immediately back down to the B Company HQ. Waiting for us was the OC Major Max Jellie (son
Alan killed Dec. ’69 – 161 Recce Flight) and standing beside him on either side was the CSM WO2 Keith
Mills and the Company Clerk Corporal Lyn Work WRAAC. There were ten of us, myself ‘Jerry’ Neale, Tony
Oost, Bob Baiment, Neil Inglis, Geoff Thomas, Max Phillips, Daryl Flanagan, Charlie Munt, Colin Baker,
Greg McCrossen and one carpenter Errol Shepherd who as BSM of the whole school was to be the guard
commander. Major Jellie lined us up and informed that we were to form the funeral party of the first Army Apprentice to be killed in Vietnam Pte Michael Poole. The only information we had was he had been
killed in a mine incident and an APC was involved, B Company consisted of the building trades, musicians
and clerks. Michael Poole had been a musician and thus in a time of war also a stretcher bearer, it was in
his capacity as a stretcher bearer that he was killed on OPERATION RENMARK. Michael was also a local
boy from Dromana and had grown up in the shadows of the Apprentice School at Balcombe; he was to be
buried locally at the Dromana cemetery on the side of Arthur’s Seat overlooking Port Phillip Bay.
The following day and a half was spent in training for us to be the guard and bearers, none of us
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VALE

Bob Summerville 17 Const. Sqn 29/10/70 – 14/10/71
Garry Manning

21 EST 3/9/’70 – 19/8/’71

Frank Mallard

3 Fld Trp 14/9/’65 – 26/11/’65
As from now the public is invited to participate in the LAST POST SERVICE to be held at
the Melbourne Shrine of Remembrance at
4.45pm every Sunday.

1 Fld Sqn 5/1/’66 – 20/9/’66
Peter Connors

17 Const. Sqn 26/5/’67 – 23/4/’68
1 Fld Sqn 18/6/’70 – 9/6/’71

Darcy McKenzie 1 Fld Sqn 8/10/’70 – 30/9/’71

For more information contact:

Brett Nolen

1 Fld Sqn 2/3/’67 – 5/3/’68

Director Visitor Experience

Darby Munro

55 EWPS 23/12/’68 – 17/12/’69

nmingo@shrine.org.au

James Brown

32 Small Ship sailing 9/8/’66 – 28/10/’66

Chris Ford

AFV HQ 7/5/’68 – 21/5/’69

1 Fld Sqn 7/1/’67 – 11/10/’67

Billy Maher

1Fld Sqn 14/1/’69 – 7/1/’70

George Hamill 1 Fld Sqn 11/3/’69 – 4/3/’70
30 Term Sqn 5/8/’71 – 9/3/’72
George Van De Wege 21 EST 9/9/’71 – 14/10/’71
55 EWPS 15/10/’71 – 24/2/’71
Peter Cosh

***

IMPORTANT NOTICE

George Biddlecombe 1 Fld Sqn 2/3/’67 – 12/12/’67
John Green

or 0414588403

1 Fld Sqn 25/8/’67 – 17/11/’68

Kenneth Sargent 17 Const. Sqn 3/3/’68—23/12/’68

Due to health restrictions there will be no
reunion this year on ANZAC Day. As an association this presents us with a problem in
that approx. 20% of all dues are paid on that
day. We cannot afford to lose that money as
we run to a very tight budget. So we ask all
members to pay their subs either by direct
debit or cheque/money order. We urge you
to be diligent with this matter to ensure the
survival of the organization. Details on how
to pay are below.
Treasurer

John Stanborough 17 Const. Sqn 29/10/’69—29/1/’71
“stand down those men”

PAYMENT CARD
R.A.E. VIETNAM VETERAN ASSOC.

SUBSCRIPTIONS ARE NOW DUE

Inc.

B.S.B. 063—492

If you have a red stamp below it means your subs are
due. These can be paid on ANZAC Day at the Prahran
RSL.

Account Number: 1029 5558
Reference: YOUR NAME
Vic.: $25.00
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Interstate: $15.00

had ever seen or been involved in a military funeral. The day of the funeral was picture perfect. The gun
carriage was parked on the Nepean Highway between the beach and the church and when ready made its
way up the winding road on the side of Arthur’s Seat; following in the footsteps of Matthew Flinders the
first European to climb the peak and then turned off into the cemetery adjacent to the base of the chairlift
that stretches its way up to the top.
As we fired the three volley salute out across the azure blue of the
bay Michael’s coffin was lowered into
the ground and as the Last Post played
the air filled with sulphur crested cockatoos raised from the surrounding
bush as if to accompany his soul out
across the bay. And so ended my connection with Michael Poole … or so I
thought. Fifty three years later and I
am still connected to his story but this
time also with Phil Board also an army
apprentice and with Michael when he Michael Poole
died.
And now a leap of almost forty years: It is the year 2006 and I am sitting in a plane headed back to
Vietnam. Sitting on one side is Geoff Thomas my old mate from the apprentice school days and a member
of the Honour Guard at Michael’s funeral. On my other side was a person I was meeting for the first time,
we were part of a small tour party doing an extended trip around both South and North Vietnam – from
Saigon to Hanoi. As part of the tour we were to participate in the 40 th anniversary of the Battle of Long
Tan at Long Tan. I will call this person Tom for the purpose of this story as he and his family do not want to
be mentioned for their family’s part in this story is still raw and sensitive to their hearts.
Tom had never been a soldier but he was going to Vietnam to see if he could locate the area in
which his brother had been killed. As we talked it dawned on me that where Tom was describing as the
area in which his brother was killed was at the base of the Long Hai’s and then I recalled that I had a photo
at home I had taken in 1969 when part of a splinter team operating in the area. I promised I would send
him a copy when we got back home. As Tom relaxed with Geoff and me and started to trust us more he
told of this amazing story of his brother’s death. It was only then that it dawned on us that this was the
same incident in which Michael Poole had been killed along with six others and twenty two wounded,
Tom’s brother being one of the KIA.
Then Tom told us more to the story that only members of 5RAR knew about. Approximately two
weeks before the incident Tom’s brother was sitting in his tent along with his best mate inspecting a sawn
off shotgun modified with a hair trigger which they had just bought from a digger in a returning battalion.
They were very close mates both having been best man at each other’s wedding and Tom’s brother having
just learned that he was a new father. Somehow the shotgun went off. The brother’s mate was killed instantly and Tom’s brother went into shock. He was sent to hospital and on his return it was decided that it
would be best for his recovery if he went out on ops with the rest of his mates. That op was OPERATION
RENMARK and as fate would have it he was travelling in the APC that was blown up.
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Travelling in another APC was Michael Poole as a stretcher bearer with 5 RAR and in another APC
as part of a sapper Mini Team was Corporal Phil Board from 21 EST assigned to 2 Troop 1 Field Squadron.
Phil’s APC had come to a halt and
Phil took the opportunity to stand up
on deck to stretch his legs and so happened was looking at the APC at the
time it hit the mine and watched as it
blew apart. He saw the cupola separate
and fly off but also and this is critical to
the story, saw sandbags and other
equipment flying off into the surrounding scrub. Amongst the flying debris he
noticed a twisting twirling shape that
stood out by its size and shape and land
some 30 meters from the explosion. At
Capt Buring (left) and Cpl Phil Board at the site
that instant he did not pay too much
attention to it as due to the smoke and
dust he did not get a clear picture as to what it was. The next thing he saw was a group of three dismount
from their APC and make their way towards the carnage. Later Phil recognized one of the group of three
as being Michael Poole as Phil too was an army apprentice and had shared the same hut with him at Balcombe as his ASM (Apprentice Sargent Major).
Tom’s brother was not killed in the initial explosion but had been blown into the air and landed in
the crater itself and was last seen alive crawling out of the crater when one of the rescue team stood on a
M16 mine killing Tom’s brother, Michael Poole and others. Phil Board watched it all unfold and within
minutes his Mini Team were put into action. Strangely as if by magic a Huey gunship landed beside his
APC, they were put on board and flown the 300 meters or so to the crater and told to jump for it without
the Huey touching ground because of the fear of mines.
Phil and his partner along with other Mini Teams joined up with Sgt Bob Francis and Capt. Buring
and over the next four hours cleared the
site and helped in the gathering and
clearing of the casualties. Whilst doing
this Phil came across a small gold cross,
the type that would be worn on a chain
around the neck putting it in his pocket
not really knowing what to do with it. By
this time it was around 1500 hrs and all
were pretty well exhausted.
It was thought all the personnel were
accounted for except for one but nobody knew who it was or where they
were. At this stage Phil remembered the
odd shape flying off in the first explosion

The crater
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and mentioned it to Capt. Buring. Phil with Capt. White the 5 RAR doctor set off to investigate.
The terrain was long thick grass and almost impossible to spot or
probe for any further mines. Phil recalls his heart thumping and his
senses heightened from the tension of the situation, he had gone about
20 meters when all of a sudden he noticed off to one side a beautiful
white lady standing on a tree stump and gently smiling at him. He
looked away thinking he was hallucinating or such but on turning
around again she was still there. She was dressed in a long white garment with four decorative sticks poking up from the bun in her hair and
with a single ribbon connecting the sticks and running off down her
back. Then all of a sudden Phil felt a startling hot flush come over him
and instantly felt at ease and somehow knew that all would be OK, and
then she disappeared.

The little gold cross from
Operation RENMARK

A few moments later movement was seen ahead in the long grass. They had found what Phil had
seen flying up from the fatal APC. It was the missing digger still lying on his back and after four hours just
coming too. Miraculously his injuries were survivable.
Phil never told anybody about the White Lady thinking that nobody would believe him and anyhow
Aussie Diggers never spoke of such things. However! A long time later and back with 21 EST Phil was part
of a team ready-reacted out to help as part of a blocking force along with an ARVN unit. The Aussies were
moving forward through the light green with the ARVN on one side of them when all of a sudden the enemy stepped out and started firing.
The Aussies went straight to ground as per
standard contact drill and started to return fire.
But the ARVN stood their ground and returned
fire standing up. When the excitement had quietened down Phil remonstrated with them as to
how stupid they were just standing there as exposed targets. They in return started laughing at
the Aussies kidding them as being John Wayne
types. This annoyed Phil even more and he challenged them as to why there were so cavalier
and laughing.
….And their response. They knew they
were safe that day because the White Lady had
not appeared. And then Phil Board understood
what he had seen.

Phil Board at the start of Operation RENMARK

Ever since the day he left the army, married to
the WRAAC Lyn Work, he has lived on the other side of Arthur’s Seat, still watching over Michael Poole
not far away.
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NOSTALGIA GALLERY
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SAPPER BLOGGS

ALRIGHT BLOGGS… CROSS MY HEART AND HOPE TO
DIE… I PROMISE I WILL COME BACK AND GET YOU
BEFORE IT GETS DARK!

BLOOGS CREATES HISTORY—TAKES FIRST RECORDED
SELFIE

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP/RENEWAL R.A.E. VIETNAM VETERANS ASSOCIATION Inc.
NAME: ……………………………………………………………………………………………….
REGIMENTAL NUMBER: …………………………………..

Vic. Membership: $25.00

UNIT SERVED: ……………………………………………………

Interstate Membership: $15.00

ADDRESS: …………………………………………………………
STATE: …………………… POST CODE: ……………………

Email: anvin4@bigpond.com

PHONE: …………………….

www.raevietnamassociation.org

EMAIL (PRINT): …………………………………………………..

(03) 97861549
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